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INTRODUCTION
From January 30th through February 3rd, 2017, a five day
design charrette was held in East Farmingdale, New York
to refine ideas for a new transit-oriented development
(TOD) that will surround a planned re-opened Long
Island Railroad (LIRR) station. The Town and community
have been assembling concepts for the potential
transformation of this area since 2005, with previous
plans including the East Farmingdale Vision Plan and East
Farmingdale Transit-Oriented Redevelopment Plan. The
goal of these efforts is to attract investment and facilitate
redevelopment of approximately 100 acres according to
a vision for mixed-use development, and maximize the
potential of several ongoing initiatives: namely, the reopening of the LIRR Station, and Suffolk County’s planned
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) along Route 110. Providing diverse
housing choices and vibrant settings to retain a younger
population, supporting a vital business community, and
improving pedestrian and bicycle conditions have been
focal points of recent conversations with the community.

The Route 110 corridor is an important economic link,
connecting office and industrial buildings, retail and
service establishments, Republic Airport and Farmingdale
State College. The planned LIRR station is adjacent to
vacant/underutilized parcels formally associated with
the airport (east of Route 110, between Conklin Street
and the LIRR tracks) which are currently under state
ownership. These parcels could form the core of the new
TOD; a planned BRT stop at the intersection of Conklin
and Route 110 further enhances future mobility options
and thus potential for transformative change in the area.
The purpose of the Design Charrette was to engage the
community in refining a conceptual design plan for the
station area and surroundings, including the design/
layout of future streets and development sites. Input from
the charrette and the refined site plan will be used shape
updates to the Town of Babylon Code for this area, which
will guide new development according to the vision.

below: The East Farmingdale study area
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Site Design Considerations

within the study area. The white “FAA Noise Exposure
Contour” is the limit of 65 DNL, or day night average
level sound exposure, determined by Republic
Airport in 2008. 65 DNL is the exposure threshold for
residential uses determined by the FAA. The 65 DNL
noise contour has not been remapped in the project
area since 2008.

The planned LIRR station and BRT upgrades provide
increased accessibility and create a promising TOD
location. However, there are some limitations in the
existing built environment and surroundings that will
need to be considered and addressed:
•

The proximity to Republic Airport triggers restrictions
for development, both in terms of height limit as well
as the types of uses that can exist within particular
areas. These constraints on are summarized in the
below graphic, per research compiled by AKRF
(consultants to the Town) and Horsley Witten Group.
The yellow hatched area is the Runway Protection
Zone (RPZ), where incompatible uses such as
buildings, recreational uses, and above-ground
infrastructure are discouraged. The “Part 77” height
restrictions are shown by the red and blue lines
designating approximate building height restrictions

•

The intersection of Route 110 and Conklin Street,
as currently configured, is considered unfriendly
and unsafe to many users (motorists, cyclists, and
pedestrians) as documented through community
input and accident reports.

•

The sparse street network and auto-oriented nature
of existing development (large parking lots, limited
sidewalks, buildings set far apart and far from
the street) does not promote pedestrian/bicycle
connectivity within the surrounding area.

•

It is possible that there is site contamination in some
sites from previous industrial uses.

below: Summary of airport constraints
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EAST FARMINGDALE DESIGN CHARRETTE
Preparations for the charrette began in November 2016.
The consultant team visited East Farmingdale to tour
and photograph the site and the surrounding areas.
Meetings were held with key stakeholders including
representatives from the Town of Babylon, Suffolk
County, Republic Airport, Long Island Rail Road, New York
State Department of Transportation (DOT), key property
owners, and local architects. These meetings provided a
format to discuss the existing site, transit improvement
plans as well as potential opportunities and constraints.

Kick-off & Hands-on Design Session
On January 30, 2017, a Kick-off & Hands-on Design
Session was held. The meeting began with an introductory
presentation about TOD and planning at the site to date,
and outlined challenges in the East Farmingdale, Route
110 and Conklin Street intersection. A series of keypad
polling questions yielded information about who was in
attendance and their interests and priorities. Attendees
then worked in small groups around tables to share ideas for
the study area. Starting with maps, participants discussed:

At the conclusion of the Hands-on Design session,
participants summarized their conversations into “three
big ideas.” Responses from each table group are listed
below; common themes are highlighted in all caps:

1. WALKWAY / BICYCLE OVER ROUTE 110
2.

Include BICYCLE LANES connecting to Farmingdale
Village

3. MIXED-USE with retail and residential uses with
pocket PARKS, fountains and dog walking
4.

Include a mix of renters, property owners, and
affordable housing

1.

Include a MUSEUM for Long Island

2.

Create a community center

3.

Establish a transportation hub station

4.

Include PARK SPACE with seating and trees

1.

Establish pedestrian crossings, especially at Route 110

2.

Establish more community PARK SPACE with a

3.

Make Conklin Street east of Route 110 similar to
Farmingdale MAIN STREET WITH SHOP FRONTS

•

How a new LIRR and BRT station could impact future
development in the area.

•

How to form a mixed-use corridor along Conklin
Street, east of Route 110 and potential design for
Conklin Street crossings.

•

What types of cultural and recreational opportunities
should be made available as part of the vision.

1.

Include more CULTURAL OPPORTUNITIES such
as a theater

•

How to encourage walkable, transit- and pedestrianfriendly growth in the study area.

2.

Investigate residential concerns in proximity to the
airport

•

The types and location of open space and green
infrastructure features that could be included.

3.

Improve WALKABILITY in the study area

4.

Increase the GREEN SPACES in East Farmingdale

1.

Establish more GREEN SPACE, particularly at areas
within the FAA restriction areas

Each group was given a map to sketch and brainstorm
potential solutions and suggestions. Notes were taken
as each group discussed ideas and sketched concepts to
communicate and test them. At the end of the working
session, each group identified “three big ideas” that
emerged through their discussions. Afterward, each group
presented their sketches and big ideas to the assembly.

4

TABLE SESSION BIG IDEAS

CONNECTION TO ROUTE 110

2. MAKE CROSSING ROUTE 110 SAFER
3.

Accommodate outdoor activities such as swimming
and biking

4.

Establish a MAIN STREET with shopping and cafes
and affordable housing

1.

Include MIXED-USE development

2.

Improve the WALKABILITY of East Farmingdale

3.

Increase the amount of GREEN SPACE and include
street trees
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WHAT IS A CHARRETTE?
The National Charrette Institute defines a charrette as a
multi-day, collaborative planning event that harnesses
the talents and energies of affected parties to create and
support a feasible plan that represents transformative
community change. In East Farmingdale, the charrette
provided a setting for community stakeholders to
provide input to the multidisciplinary design team in the
refinement of the plan for transit-oriented development at
the reopened Long Island Rail Road station.
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Open Design Studio
From January 31 through February 3, 2017, an Open
Design Studio was held at the East Farmingdale Fire
House. The design team worked to consolidate the
concepts from the opening meeting into several leading
concepts for future development, including streetscapes,
green spaces, building massing, and transit station access/
location, for analysis. These concepts were discussed and
evaluated based on how well they addressed community
concerns and ideas, and the constraints of the site.
Graphics were developed to illustrate the concepts to
help evaluate each. During this time, a series of small
group discussions were also held with key stakeholders
to gather additional input and information. Stakeholder
groups included: transportation professionals, property
owners, neighbors, airport representatives, and County/
Town representatives. The studio was open to community
members to review draft illustrations and provide
feedback on the work in progress.

SOME OF WHAT WE HEARD:
There needs to be more public green space
The intersection at Route 110 and Conklin needs a solution
East Farmingdale should be more walkable
East Farmingdale should have a mixed-use main street
There should be more cultural institutions

6
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Work-in-Progress Presentation
At the conclusion of the day on February 3, 2017, a Workin-Progress presentation was held that summarized the
input gathered throughout the week and described the
leading design concepts for the TOD study area. At the
end of the meeting the assembly was informally polled
to ask if concepts were progressing on the “right track”,
and a short question-and-answer session was held. At the
conclusion of the presentation participants adjourned
to review maps and exhibits illustrating the proposed
concepts and to continue the discussion with the design
team.
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THE BIG IDEAS
As community input was gathered and design
concepts tested and refined during the charrette, a
series of “Big Ideas” were formulated. These ideas
encompass community priorities and critical site design
considerations, and define key elements of the future
development at the East Farmingdale LIRR station. As
design ideas continue to be refined and code concepts
drafted, these “big ideas” can be used as a checklist to
ensure future improvements are on the right track.

1. Start with the station area, set up the
code for phased change over time
New development at the Long Island Rail Road station
will be different from the auto-oriented commercial
and industrial surroundings in the Conklin Street/
Route 110 area. It will be important to create a core
area of “walkability” at the station area. Transit
users become pedestrians or cyclists on either end
of their journey, and successful transit-oriented
environments facilitate all modes of mobility.
Walkable design includes defining the pedestrian
realm through buildings and landscaping, providing
connected networks (sidewalks, trails, and streets)
that facilitate mobility, providing building elements
that offer protection from the elements such as
awnings, colonnades or second floor balconies,
providing a mix of uses and multiple destinations that
can be reach by foot, and providing street design that
slows vehicular traffic to facilitate the other modes.
Change in the urban form and character of the area
around the station will not happen overnight. The
zoning standards will be established to direct the
redevelopment of parcels immediately adjacent to
the station area as a first step; and provide a roadmap
for additional parcels to redevelop over time to make
the area more complete.

8

2. Link transit users (BRT, LIRR)
A core component of transit-oriented development is
access to transit. In the future, the East Farmingdale
study area is planned to be accessible not just by train
but also by enhanced bus rapid transit service (BRT)
on Route 110. To maximize functionality and facilitate
choices in mobility, these systems should be designed
to be seamlessly integrated, to allow users to easily
transfer from one line to another. A high-quality
pedestrian link between each station is essential,
with the stations placed in as close proximity to each
other as is feasible. Connections to parking and bike/
trail network should also be considered. Previous
planning efforts envisioned the BRT would need to
deviate from Route 110 to arrive at the LIRR station
area; one of the primary refinements of the charrette
was to move the LIRR station west, closer to Route
110, to provide this connection without sacrificing
travel time of BRT users.

3. Village-like character, beautiful
architecture, controlled height, better
street network
During the charrette week, the design team
worked to gather input that described the desired
characteristics of future development in the study
area, including height, intensity, and architectural
features. Several themes emerged; first, community
members described the desired form as “village-like”,
with less intensity and “urban city” characteristics
that are found in areas closer-in to New York City.
Local precedents in Farmingdale and Babylon were
cited as examples of the character desired of future
development. A desire for controlled building heights
was also expressed. Many participants voiced support
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for buildings up to three stories in height; there were
also discussions of opportunities for increased height
in select areas, for example for landmark buildings, or
those immediately around the station area.
Deficiencies in the existing street network were cited
as one reason that people do not walk in the area
today. Designed primarily for automotive circulation,
the existing roads have large block sizes and lack
connected sidewalks and other pedestrian features.
New streets in the area, designed for movement of
all modes can accompany future development and
create smaller, walkable blocks.

4. Improve safety / walkability, including
Conklin & 110
Having a pedestrian-supportive environment around
transit stations increases the usability and viability of
each mode. The East Farmingdale study area today
has challenges for pedestrian and cyclists. New street
designs that accommodate pedestrians with wide
sidewalks and shading/protection from the elements
will be part of the solution. The redesign of existing
streets will also play a role. Conklin Street and
Route 110 have identified as barriers to pedestrians;
accident data supports this concern. Design solutions
that improve safety and walkability while still allowing
vehicular needs to function as well are the goal.

5. New gathering spaces: station square,
station plaza, park spaces
The study area today lacks community gathering
spaces; new development at the reopened LIRR
station will incorporate new gathering spaces to help
to meet this need. A square at the station itself can
function as the heart of the new development, and
be used for outdoor markets, movies on the green,
or other community events. The station square will
be defined by building frontages with lively ground
floor uses that activate the space. An additional plaza
space along the LIRR tracks will link the LIRR and BRT
stations together. In addition to the station square
and plaza, linear parks and neighborhood greens will
add value and character to new development, as well
as a resource to the surrounding community.

6. Mix of uses: retail, office, housing,
cultural facilities
Transit-oriented developments typically contain a
mixture of uses including retail, office, and housing
opportunities, to create destinations and provide
users that support the transit investment. This
complete mixture is envisioned for East Farmingdale,
including residences, retail areas and some office.
There are some use restrictions in direct proximity to
the airport that will need to be observed, but these do
not impact the station area itself. During community
discussions, a need for additional cultural facilities
was also voiced. Cultural facilities and gathering
places are complementary uses within transitoriented development, and can be encouraged to be
part of new development in the area.
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LEARNING FROM HISTORY
The Long Island Railroad (LIRR) played an integral role
in the shaping of settlement on Long Island. Connecting
New York City with Boston, the LIRR initiated settlement
around station areas. Towns such as Amityville, Babylon,
Port Jefferson, Port Washington, and Farmingdale
were formed, among others. Common observed urban
design strategies found in these walkable, historic LIRR
station town centers can be studied and utilized, and
serve as precedents for successful development in East
Farmingdale.
Historically, towns were typically centered on a main
street running perpendicularly to the train station. This
allowed for two focus points – the train station and a park,
town hall, congregation, or other feature – to anchor
either side of main street. Buildings framed the main
street, with ground floor shops that meet the sidewalk,
and housing nearby. Civic buildings and places of worship
were located on highly-visible sites. This relationship
allowed for everyday uses to be within walking distance
of residences and train commuters. A synergy emerged
between local businesses and the train station where
each component promoted the other. Today, these town
centers remain as desirable places to live, work, shop and
visit.
above, top: LIRR map, 1873
above, bottom: Babylon Village
below: Aerial rendering of Farmingdale, 1925
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Forest Hills Gardens, another LIRR station town,
conceived of a unique development approach. An
example of the “Garden City Suburb” movement, Forest
Hills Gardens approached town design and planning as a
wholistic composition of the built environment. Designed
in conjunction with the Olmstead Brothers, Forest Hills
Gardens embraced the train station as an integral part
of the main village plaza. Higher-density settlement is
found in the station area, transitioning to single-family
residences in the surroundings. A central tower feature and
pedestrian bridges serve as landmark character-defining
features and frame the station plaza. By establishing an
interesting central urban space, tree-lined streets framed
by buildings and high-quality architectural detailing,
Forest Hills Gardens created a desirable neighborhood.
East Farmingdale’s history led to a different relationship
to its LIRR station. During the World War II effort, East
Farmingdale produced many bombers that contributed to
victory for the Allies. As a result, the former train station
was located near the factories and took on a “back-ofhouse” use and atmosphere. With the reopening of the
LIRR station and the addition of the BRT stop on Route
110, East Farmingdale has the opportunity to transition
it’s station area to a “front-of-house” feature.

above, top: Aerial rendering of Forest Hills Gardens, 1910
above, middle: Aerial view of Forest Hills Gardens, today
above, bottom: Postcard of Forest Hills Gardens station plaza
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A VISION FOR TRANSIT-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT
Potential for Incremental Change Over Time
The primary concern for the charrette was to study the
potential for transit-oriented development immediately
surrounding the new LIRR station and planned Route
110 BRT stop. A relatively small area can be part of an
initial phase of development (as illustrated in Step 1,
below right). Taking inspiration from Forrest Hill Gardens,
a station plaza is introduced to connect the LIRR station
and BRT stop, and create a comfortable gathering space.
Village-scale buildings with residences and ground floor
retail frontages along the station plaza and adjacent
station square create an inviting, walkable atmosphere
for residents, visitors and
commuters. Parking will be
located within proximity
of the station areas,
shops and residences, but
separated from streets
and public spaces by liner
buildings.

12
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STEP

1

5
1

LIRR

2

8

3

Route 110

An important aspect to the
plan is the ability to anticipate the form of future
development and street/
trail connections, and incorporate different parcels as land owners may
chose to develop their
land. As time progresses,
additional parcels can redevelop according to the
vision for the area; as each
Step (illustrated in Steps 2
through 4) is implemented
the area becomes more
complete, adding quality
buildings and connected
open spaces that line walkable streets. Future development may or may not
follow the sequence illustrated; but it is likely to be
incremental and achieved
over time. The final illustrative plan (Step 5) envisions a long-term transformation according to the
vision expressed through
the design charrette.
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Primary Goals and Design Principles
The evolution of transportation options that will occur
in East Farmingdale with the anticipated re-opening of
the East Farmingdale LIRR station for passenger service
and the new Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) route planned for
Route 110 presents a prime opportunity for new walkable
Transit-Oriented Development (TOD). The master plan
for TOD development in this area is designed to maximize
the benefit of new transportation choices by providing
as many people as possible the ability to reach the
stations while minimizing their need for reliance upon the
automobile.
The physical details of the environment immediately
around the LIRR and BRT transit stations are critically
important. Care was taken that the scale and configuration
of new TOD station area feels appropriate to the evolving
identity of the East Farmingdale community, and meets
the needs of future residents and transit riders.

F

A
B
D
E

C

above: Key to the locations of illustration views

below: Transit users will step off the LIRR and BRT into a collection of high quality pedestrian-friendly public spaces.

A
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Riders will step out of transit into a collection of high
quality public spaces that feel comfortable to both
pedestrians and cyclists. Cars and “kiss & ride” dropoffs
will be accommodated, but automotive facilities won’t
dominate the scene.

KEY DESIGN PRINCIPLES:
CONVENIENCE – The LIRR and BRT stations will
be easy to access by foot, bicycle and car.

The public spaces of the station area will be clearly
shaped by the fronts of buildings with plentiful doors and
windows providing “eyes on the street”.

LEGIBILITY – The urban form itself will help
intuitively guide transit users on their journey.

Shopfronts will provide convenient access to goods and
services for transit users, and add to the visual interest of
the scene.

SYNERGY – Diverse land uses intermixed in close
proximity to transit will benefit one another.

Sidewalks will be wide enough to accommodate outdoor
cafe seating, and will be protected from the elements
by regularly spaced street trees and architectural
appurtenances like awnings and colonnades.
The public spaces around the LIRR and BRT stations will
be so comfortable that they form an amenity for adjacent
residential, office and retail uses. These public spaces
could even be programmed with additional temporary
activities like a farmers market, an art fair, or outdoor
concerts.

below: Public spaces will feature wide sidewalks detailed to be
comfortable for strolling and outdoor dining.

B
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C

above: Walkable streets interconnect to form seamless, easy
routes to transit for pedestrians, cyclists and drivers.

below: Prominent architectural landmarks like towers and
cupolas are used to mark important intersections and public
spaces to help intuitively lead transit users to the stations.

D
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E

above: Walkable urban fabric is placed around the transit
stations to accommodate a rich and convenient mix of office,
residential and retail.

below: The LIRR Station, BRT stop, kiss & ride dropoff area,
and park & ride garage are all joined into a cohesive, highly
walkable environment.

F
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MARKET SCAN
Larisa Ortiz Associates and Urbanomics conducted a
market scan to inform the refinement of the site plan
for the East Farmingdale Transit-Oriented Development
(TOD) study area, including an analysis of demographics,
employment trends and demand, housing trends
and forecasts, and potential retail environment. The
scan provides the consultant team and Town with the
necessary information to define strategic actions. The
study utilizes available data sources as well as information
from stakeholder interviews conducted with city staff,
area developers, Republic Airport representatives, and
other community members. The following pages except
key highlights from the market scan report.

Trade Area / Site Context
The study area is located at the center of one of the best
performing economic corridors on Long Island, and at the
intersection of the Ronkonkoma Branch of the LIRR and
the Route 110 BRT path. The primary trade area for East
Farmingdale, commensurate with a “convenience trade”
area, measures 2 miles wide along Route 110 where
the anticipated BRT line will operate, and runs northsouth from Long Island Expressway to Route 26/Sunrise
Highway. This convenience trade area, which will also
be referred to as the TOD Trade Area, is an anticipated
market area that draws customers for goods and services
who are commuters on the anticipated BRT and LIRR lines
in East Farmingdale. A secondary trade area was then
expanded to include a 5 mile radius from Airport Plaza –
the existing anchor and regional mall of East Farmingdale.

Population Change
Like Long Island, both the TOD Trade
Area and the Five Mile Trade Area are
suburban residential communities.
The population in Long Island is
comparatively least dense at 3.73
persons per acre while the Five Mile
Trade Area is nearly twice as dense
at 6.95 persons per acre and the TOD
Trade Area is in-between with 4.47
persons per acre.

above: Trade areas and site context
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Since 2000, annual population
growth in the TOD Trade Area (+0.6%)
was moderate compared to national
growth (+0.8%) but exceeded
projections and far outpaced gains
in the File Mile Area and Long Island
which both increased by 0.2 percent
annually.
Stagnant
population
growth in greater Long Island since
2000 has been attributed to an aging
population, low birth rates, and
outward migration of young adults
seeking more affordable housing
and more diverse job opportunities.
Population projections by ESRI, a
leading provider of demographic data,
predict moderate annual growth in all
three regions over the period from
2010 to 2021.
APRIL 2017

left: Commutation flows of TOD
Area workers by place of work and
residence, 2014. Source: Census LEHD
OnThe Map, 2014.

86,663

Employed in the
TOD Area but
Living Outside

36,093

6,609

Living in the
TOD Area but
Employed Outside

Employed & Live
in the TOD Area

Commutation Characteristics

Housing Demand and Future Opportunities

120,000 people travel in and out of the TOD area to work
every day; today, most drive.

To reach a healthy housing vacancy rate of 8 percent
under existing conditions, there would need to be an
additional 408 housing units added to the market. If the
units that are vacant but rented or sold are removed from
the vacancy roles, the demand would increase to 1,200
units within the TOD area alone.

Only 6,609 TOD residents also work in the TOD; 92.9
percent of all local workers travel in from out of the area.
When examined from the perspective of employed local
residents, 84.5 percent leave the TOD to get to work.
Of the 42,702 employed residents living in the TOD area,
15,133 or 35.4 percent, work in a municipality other than
East Farmingdale with a stop along the Ronkonkoma
Branch of the LIRR. An additional 3,681 residents work
in the communities along Route 110, which is soon to
be served by Bus Rapid Transit, with a planned stop in
East Farmingdale. Roughly 19,000 currently employed
residents could potentially use the East Farmingdale
Transportation hub.
Of the 93,272 persons who work within the TOD, 24.8
percent (23,085) live in a municipality other than East
Farmingdale with a stop along the Ronkonkoma branch.
Of these, roughly 75 percent are reverse commuters who
live in points West of the TOD. An additional 4,300 TOD
workers live in the communities along Route 110.

Population projections from ESRI estimate that the
population in the TOD will increase by 7,200 between
2016 and 2021. Assuming an average household size
of 3.14 (as per current TOD conditions), this population
will yield another 2,290 households requiring housing.
Demand within the TOD area alone, to house projected
population and reach market equilibrium, is estimated
at 3,490 units.
It is unlikely this total demand could be met on the site
given airport restrictions. Residential development near
the station area should be multi-family, up to six stories.
While both the young workforce and downsizing seniors
are both candidates for apartment units, the level of
commercial activity and proximity to institutions of higher
education make a mix of some studios, but predominantly
one and two-bedroom rental units the best fit for the TOD
site. If a transition in scale to surrounding lower density
areas is desired, there is certainly demand for owneroccupied townhome development (3-4 stories) of units
with 2-3 bedrooms.

EAST FARMINGDALE DESIGN CHARRETTE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Retail Site Context
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The study area currently has over 550,000 sq ft of retail
and is predominantly known for and anchored by big
box, national chain retailers such as Bed Bath & Beyond,
Petsmart, TJ Maxx, and Home Depot. These retailers
are primarily located at Airport Plaza, a regional mall
developed and owned by Kimco Realty in the southeast

quadrant of the study area, or at the strip mall situated in
the south west corner of the study area along Route 110.
To the north and south additional big box retailers can
be found in freestanding locations or at Republic Plaza
shopping center.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Stew Leonard’s
Bed, Bath & Beyond
PetSmart
TJ Maxx
Stew Leonard’s Wine &  Liquor
Staples
Modell’s
Home Depot

Multiplex Cinema
Estelle’s Dressy Dresses
Lowe’s
PC Richard & Son
Restaurant Depot
Breuner’s Home Furnishings
Tiffany Furniture
Raymour & Flannigan
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Market Demand

RETAIL RECOMMENDATIONS:

Leakage Analysis – Retail Opportunity
The retail leakage analysis compares the total
discretionary income of residents within each trade area
against the total sales estimated for local businesses, also
within the same trade area. In 2015, residents in the TOD
trade area only consumed a total of $1,574,059,805 in
retail and food and drink. However, local businesses sold
$2,233,257,977 of retail and food and drink, resulting in
a surplus of 42%.
At 5 miles, on the other hand, 8% of a total of
$6,710,474,396 local retail and food and drink spending
was spent outside the 5 mile trade area, also known as
leakage. Local spending for items such as clothing, general
merchandise, groceries and convenience, in particular
are likely going to regional malls within 15 minute drives.
A look at the leakage numbers by retail categories reveals
that despite overall surplus in the TOD trade area, there is
leakage in a number of retail categories.

-$3,322,423,767

•

Capture demand from 5-Mile Trade Area in
smaller spaces

•

Complement retail with recreational, community,
health, financial, and educational services

•

Differentiate from competitive shopping districts

ACCESS, VISIBILITY + BRANDING
•

Increase visibility of retail from main thoroughfares

•

Ensure an environment conducive to crossshopping

•

Determine the right type of parking (needed
amount and access)

Based on the Market Scan analysis, East Farmingdale
could support more than 80,000 square feet of new
retail based on full build out of 3,490 housing units at
the TOD, or an additional 7,200 new residents. These
retail spaces should be co-located with the planned
housing units. The first phase of retail is recommended
to measure conservatively, approximately 30,000 sq ft at
the station area, before expanding with full residential
build-out. Of the 30,000+ sq ft of retail in the first phase,
East Farmingdale can support between 11,291 sq ft and
16,936 sq ft of full-service restaurants if it “captures”
between 40-60% of the secondary trade area’s demand
for this retail category. This is equal to three or four
diners, cafés or restaurants, and may even result in a
clustering of dining options, or a restaurant row. The
analysis also showed that there may be a potential for
more, smaller-sized grocery stores or equivalents such as
farmers markets or convenience grocery stores to occupy
the other 50 percent of first phase retail square footage.

TOD

-$522,374,019

TENANT MIX

Long
5-mile Island

A look at the overall market composition for the
primary trade area reveals that 54% of its customer
base is composed of workers and 45% is composed of
residents, an almost even split. This indicates that to
be successful, retailers will need to cater accordingly
to both groups. Within the primary trade area, there is
currently a total of 93,272 employees. These employees
are concentrated at Republic Airport and north of Conklin
St on Route 110 where there is a cluster of furniture and
home improvement stores. Within 5 miles, however, the
customer base is more heavily composed of residents
who make up 61% of total population.

LEAKAGE

$659,198,172
SURPLUS

above: Retail Leakage. Source: ESRI Business Analyst Online
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TRANSPORTATION
The transportation system envisioned by the community
and articulated by the design team (led by Alta Planning
+ Design) was developed in conjunction with the site and
land use vision. This approach yields a transportation
system that not only meets the needs and desires of the
community, but also enables the vision to become reality.
The following key words summarize the challenges and
opportunities identified during the charrette related to
the area’s transportation accessibility, and are further
explained in this section.
•

Leverage BRT and LIRR station proximity

•

Transportation components for TOD success

•

Mobility Choices and Options: a need to create
opportunities for trips other than in a vehicle

•

Connectivity/Congestion: all vehicle trips use 110/
Conklin

•

Safety: 110 is 2nd most dangerous road in the
County, limited and challenging crossing at Conklin

•

Right size parking

These challenges and opportunities helped influence
the “Big Ideas” described earlier in the report. Several
of the Big Ideas directly relate back to the expressed
needs and desires on how buildings should relate to the
street network and street design characteristics related
to walkability, safety and connectivity. Interesting to note
was that the Big Ideas focused on people, and not simply
car movement, indicating a clear community desire for
choices about how they move around the area.

Leverage BRT and LIRR station proximity
A key differentiating component from prior planning
efforts is the eminent commitment by the Long Island Rail
Road (LIRR) to build a new station at East Farmingdale.
Funding has been allocated for the environmental and
preliminary station design. The station design will begin
in 2018 after the construction is complete for the double
tracking of the rail line. Construction funds have yet to
be allocated for the station, however construction is likely
within the next 5-years. The other major transportation
initiative is the County’s recent commitment to fund the
preliminary engineering for the Route 110 Bus Rapid
Transit (BRT) from Huntington to Amityville. The Route
110 BRT is anticipated to be phased and be in operation
in the next 4-5 years. The introduction of these two
major transportation modes to East Farmingdale are the
catalysts for the creation of a transit oriented development
center surrounding the anticipated East Farmingdale LIRR
Station.

Transportation components for TOD success
Based on feedback received, it was important to define
what a Transit Oriented Development (TOD) is: “creation
of a compact, walkable, pedestrian-oriented, mixeduse community centered around high quality train/bus
system.” Several primary elements are typically associated
with a TOD, such as complimentary specialized retail
uses, supported by active transportation options and ride
hailing services.

TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT ELEMENTS:

•
•
•
•

Specialized retail (cafe, grocery, dry cleaners)
Rideshare / Bikeshare
Bike Parking
Paths & Sidewalks

Prominent
features - train
station and
public square
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Integrated and connected network
Design for people & places
Managed parking
Walkable
Density
Mixture of uses

Within a 10
minute walk
APRIL 2017

Other TOD design elements within a 10-minute walk of
the station include the focus on designing for people
and place by integrating a connected networks of
walkable streets with high density land uses combined
with managed/shared parking strategies. Framing the
conversation around the definition of a TOD was essential
to clearly establish this area as unique and special (not
a typical suburban development approach) or simply a
train station surrounded by parking (solely a drive to train
station).

Mobility Choices and Options
At the kick-off, one hundred percent of the audience
identified driving as their predominate mode of
transportation. Various stakeholders identified the
need for more walkable and safer streets. The basic
characteristics of walkable and safer streets were
presented to establish contrast to both Route 110 and
Conklin Street which are the major crossroads and
barriers in the study area to mobility choices and options.
The basic elements of walkable and safer streets include
the following elements: network connectivity for all
users, slower speeds, destinations, building proximity to
street, people scale streets and intersections, street trees,
landscaping and green infrastructure. In this approach,
streets become places in and of themselves, and not
just conduits for moving a single mode of transport as
if nothing else matters. Each of these elements were
described and how it relates to walkability and safety.

Connectivity/Congestion – All vehicle trips
use 110/Conklin
The concept of network connectivity is very important in
the study area. The study area has three major barriers
(LIRR, Route 110, Conklin Street) between the residential
community to the west and the various retail, commercial
and employment centers to the east and north. Conklin
Street is the only east-west street south of the railroad
corridor and Route 110 is the primary north-south route
through the area. This limited network funnels all traffic to
Conklin or Route 110 and culminating at their intersection.
The intersection of Conklin and Route 110 is a pinch point
in the network as it must serve many functions: it has
a large size and complex signal operations with partial
pedestrian amenities, which is a result of having to serve
high traffic volumes due to lack of network connectivity
in the area. The pedestrian and bicycle facility gaps are
noticeable and form a disconnect to transit service along
Route 110. The opportunity exists to reduce the burden
on this one intersection by providing additional eastwest and north-south street network to better distribute
traffic and provide choices and options to mobility in
the area. A more robust street grid network allows less
circuitous travel which will minimize traffic volumes and
delay on any given street, allows for smaller streets and
intersections that are more efficient per travel lane and
are walkable and safer for all users.

THE POWER OF CONNECTED STREETS:
2
4

2
2

SAME total lanes
6

6

4

MORE capacity
• VMT
• Turns
• Clearance Time
• Signal Phase
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Safety
Streets are the links that connect the community and
as such need to be designed for the context and users
that they serve. In a walkable, livable environment
where people walking, biking, driving, and using transit
will be interacting, setting the right motor vehicle speed
through design is critical in preventing crashes resulting in
severe injury and fatalities. Route 110 is the second most
dangerous roadway in the county and Conklin/110 is a
challenging intersection for most users to navigate. There
are global and national programs to address the crash
severity on the nations streets and it starts with design
for people and place.

The probability of a pedestrian surviving a crash at 20MPH
is 90%, but falls to only a 10% survival rate at 40MPH.
Conklin and Route 110 currently have speed limits of
40MPH and 55MPH, respectively. Nine pedestrian fatalities
occurred along Route 110 between 2009 and 2011. At the
Conklin/Route 110 intersection, three pedestrian crashes
resulted in one fatality and two injuries. At lower travel
speeds, drivers have a wider cone of vision that allows the
driver to better see and react to pedestrians, bicyclists or
parking maneuvers minimizing the probability of a crash.
Lower speeds also have notable economic benefits for
the businesses and retail establishments along the street;
slower vehicle speeds allow motorists to “see” attractions
beyond the curb, and pedestrian traffic increases as the
environment becomes more friendly to walking.

Right-size Parking

9 out of 10 pedestrians survive

5 out of 10 pedestrians survive

1 out of 10 pedestrians survive

15 mph

20 mph

25 mph

Concerns were also raised related to parking needs for
the train station and TOD. Excess parking promotes
higher car ownership, increased vehicle trips that result
in increased congestion and higher housing costs. The key
to TOD parking is to define what is the right amount of
parking through better management of parking versus
providing excess supply. This is often achieved through
shared parking between the various land uses within the
TOD. For instance, residential uses need parking spaces
predominantly during the evening and overnight, while
commercial uses need parking mostly during business
hours and early evening. National shared parking
guidelines are available for TOD developments that could
be used, but are still proven to be conservatively high
based on recent national studies. Parking space ratios
typically found in zoning ordinances for isolated land
uses are not appropriate in a TOD context. For example,
the current parking ratio at Airport Plaza is 7.04 parking
spaces/1000 square feet which is high even in a suburban
environment. Large parking fields surrounding buildings
often create challenges for motorists parking and then
walking to access building. Users of transit connecting to
the building from public streets or adjacent neighborhoods
feel disconnected to retail establishments. Finally, a
portion of TOD residents in this context likely will not
own a car or have fewer cars than driving age people in
a household; provisions for car and bike share and rental
can augment this “car-light” lifestyle desired by a certain
segment of the population and made possible by the mix
of uses and mode choice options available in a TOD.

30 mph

above: The Vision Cone shows that the driver’s visual focus
diminishes as speed increases.
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Potential Transportation Considerations

•

Evaluate the potential of an east-west connection
opposite Airport Plaza Blvd to serve commercial
properties and minimize truck traffic in the residential
neighborhood

•

Create opportunity for an emergency service road/
pedestrian/bicycle trail connection from E. Carmans
Road to Route 110 at Airport Plaza Blvd (dashed blue
line)

The charrette yielded a series of recommendations with
regard to the transportation system and network.

REGIONAL AND LOCAL CONNECTIVITY – to enhance

connectivity for all modes the following elements should
be considered.
•

Provide continuous pedestrian corridors and crossings
on major streets (green lines)

•

Provide continuous bike routes and trails internal
to TOD extending to external bike trails and other
destinations (yellow lines)

•

Phase in a robust street grid with various TOD
development phases (blue lines)

•

Evaluate the potential of a north-south street under
LIRR connecting residential development to the north
and services to the south

right: Existing street network
below: Potential vehicular/bike/pedestrian network
existing streets
existing
streets

potential streets

potential
streets
potential shared use path

potential
path
potentialshared
ped/bikeuse
network
potential ped/bike network
lin
onk

C

et

Stre

New Highway

Broad Hollow Rd / 110
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WALKABLE AND SAFER STREETS – street typologies
for existing streets and new TOD streets should be
developed, containing the following elements:

26

•

Continuous pedestrian sidewalks

•

High visibility pedestrian crossings,
refuge island/median, curb bump
outs, and pedestrian signals

•

Crosswalks across all approaches of
an intersection

•

Reduce pedestrian exposure to
vehicles and crossing distances at
intersections

•

Continuous
bicycle
facilities
(protected bike lanes, cycle tracks or
trails), sharrows can be considered
on some traffic calmed TOD streets

8’

sidewalk

•

Street lighting for visibility and
safety

•

Narrow travel lanes, 10 foot, to manage travel speeds

•

Lower posted speed limits in context with surrounding
environment

•

Road diet existing streets where appropriate

•

Green infrastructure and bioswales

•

Traffic signals timed primarily for the convenience
and safety of people walking and biking

•

Level-of-service standards are met through congestion
pricing measures, or disregarded entirely

•

Roads designed to limit speed to 30 mph on major
streets and 20 mph on lesser streets

•

Bus stop shelters and amenities

•

Street trees

•

People scale wayfinding signs

8’-6”

bioswale

8’

parking

10’

shared
travel lane

10’

shared
travel lane

8’

parking

2’

7’

bioswale

8’

sidewalk

70’ ROW

above: Example street section for new connector street

below, left: Existing conditions, Route 110 at Conklin Street
below, right: Potential for improved crosswalks with pedestrian refuge areas.
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RE-IMAGINING THE CONKLIN STREET / ROUTE 110 INTERSECTION

above, left: Existing conditions
below: Potential future conditions on Conklin Street looking west toward the intersection with Route 110.
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above, left: Existing conditions; above, right: A shared-use path next to the LIRR track provides a safer route for pedestrians and
cyclists.

right: Existing conditions, Conklin Street
below: Proposed reconfiguration of Conklin Street with
improved sidewalks, landscaping and a protected bike lane;
development in the TOD area completes the transformation.
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left: Existing conditions of Route 110 at LIRR overpass
below: A new pedestrian crossing can be part of the new station platform design; also shown is the improved pedestrian
realm and BRT lanes along 110.

PARKING – manage demand and supply
•

Reduced and managed parking inside 10-minute walk
circle around town center / train station

•

RESIDENTS IN TODs ARE:
•

TWICE as likely not to own a car

Evaluate other TOD’s for more accurate parking needs
and ratios (especially residential within a TOD)

•

TWO TO FIVE times more likely to commute by
transit

•

Shared parking – each parking space serve multiple
users and destinations

•

•

Parking pricing – charge motorists directly and
efficiently for using parking facilities

still need access to cars even if not on a daily
basis

•

able to access shared, ride hailing or rental cars

•

Parking time durations – where desired to have
convenient yet high turn-over parking for business
access

•

Financial incentives – provide financial incentives to
shift mode

•

Unbundle parking – rent or sell parking facilities
separately from building space

•

Maximize use of current parking (i.e. initial station
parking can be in Airport Plaza)

•

Bicycle storage – ride-in bicycle parking areas within
station and at various other destinations both
short and long-term parking options (residential,
commercial, civic and parks)

•

Car share / car rental system / bike share

•

Ride hailing curb side parking, taxi, drop off parking

EAST FARMINGDALE DESIGN CHARRETTE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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OPEN SPACES / GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
A strategy for improved open spaces, environmental
restoration and integrated green infrastructure to
accompany future development in the TOD study
area was prepared by Horsley Witten Group. Existing
conditions and potential improvements are summarized
on the following pages.

Existing Conditions
Existing land cover in the study area is highly impervious,
dominated by parking lots, access drives, and building
roofs. Existing vegetated areas are highly disturbed,
including runway protection zones, mulch storage
operations, and mowed parking islands and buffers. Tree
coverage in the study area is limited, and many existing
trees mapped are severely constrained with low soil
volume and in poor condition.
Existing open spaces in the study area are generally not
designed and maintained for public use, and do not add
significant value to the public realm. Spaces include
parking islands, vegetated buffers, residual green spaces,
and detention basins.
right, below: Existing open space conditions in the study area
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NOR

TH

150
East Farmingdale,
Babylon(grey) and building roofs (red)
above:0 Existing
land cover is predominated
by surface parking
450

EXISTING LAND COVERAGE | January, 2017

450

EXISTING TREE LOCATIONS | January, 2017

1 INCH = 150 FEET
below:
Existing tree cover; many trees are located within parking areas in constrained conditions

TH

NOR

East Farmingdale, Babylon

150

0
1 INCH = 150 FEET
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Proposed Open Spaces
A system of connected public spaces are proposed to be
woven into the future development framework. Proposed
open spaces support public gathering, intermodal
transportation connections, environmental sustainability,
and definition of a vibrant public realm. Open spaces will
be defined in the FBC according to their defined typologies
as integral elements of the regulating plan.
Green infrastructure will be encouraged in the code
as part of a healthy public and private realm. Green
infrastructure Best Management Practices (BMPs) such
as permeable pavement, bioretention, and green roofs
naturally filter and infiltrate runoff as close to where it
falls as possible, and often provide multiple benefits
including traffic calming and improved aesthetics.

right: Green infrastructure examples
below: Potential open spaces in the TOD area

station plaza

32

station square

silo park
(restoration)

village green

linear greenway
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STATION PLAZA

10
TE 1
B RT

RO U

Station Plaza is a critical link in the first phase
of TOD implementation, connecting the future
BRT stops with the train station and parking
garage as a pleasant, human-scaled pedestrian
experience adjacent to neighborhood-scale
commercial space. The plaza must be terraced
to provide relatively level commercialadjacent plaza spaces for outdoor gathering or
dining while also providing an ADA-compliant
link from 110 to the train station and beyond.
Future study is required to evaluate detailed
design, as shade conditions and dimensions
between the rail and proposed buildings may
affect the quality of this space, especially as
a viable pedestrian-only commercial frontage.

LIRR

Compared to the 2011 vision/plan, the train station has
been shifted one block west for a simpler connection to
the Route 110 BRT. This configuration also focuses the
Phase I development increment on creating the station
plaza and nearby station square to quickly create a sense
of place. Proposed elevators on the west side of Route
110 and in station structures on both sides of the tracks,
combined with siting of the rail platform to span Route

above: Station Plaza

110, will efficiently provide access for all. Pedestrian
connections from parking below-grade at the first
development block east of Route 110 can conveniently
exit directly to the pedestrian station plaza. The proposed
parking garage should be sited to provide access directly
to the eastern end of the eastbound train platform as well
as to station square.

above: Circulation between the LIRR station, BRT stop and
parking areas within the station plaza, station square and
immediate surroundings.
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Ideas for restoration areas adjacent to the proposed
TOD development area, located in the flight path where
development potential is limited by airport restrictions,
were conceived during the charrette. Outside the
proposed FBC boundary, this could move forward
separately, in conjunction with future improvements in
the area.
below: View of Silo Park from New Highway, showing low-mow
grasses, natural landforms, and simple trails. Future development and the existing silo are seen in the background. This
park can accommodate the east-west rail trail.
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SILO PARK
This 3.5-4 acre space faces environmental and airport
constraints, and is proposed to be capped with clean
fill material. This space is a natural large outdoor park
for passive uses (discouragement of “gathering”), and
could be attached to the outdoor frontage of proposed
mixed-use development to the west. Future design of
the park and/or adjacent development should include
consideration of the existing historic silo structure for
reuse as an distinctive industrial artifact.
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FORM-BASED CODE

PART 6

A R CHI TECTUR E S TA NDA R DS

602. Façade Composition

The anticipated final result of this planning process will
be a Form-Based Code (FBC) to guide future development
in the study area according to the vision described by the
refined site plan. The code will prescribe physical details of
future development, including the relationship of buildings
to streets, the height and massing of buildings, architectural
details, street design details, and specifications for landscape
and open spaces. The code will be organized around “transect
zones” which describe varying urban contexts that transition
from the walkable station area to surrounding residential and
commercial areas. A first draft of the code is anticipated to be
complete by April 2017, and will be reviewed and refined in
coordination with the community and area stakeholders.

A. Centerlines
1. Facades shall feature alternating structural centerlines
and fenestration centerlines.
2. These centerlines shall extend from the top of a mass
to the bottom of a mass.

PA RT 3

T R A NS E C T S TA NDA R DS

3. Multiple windows and/or doors may be grouped
symmetrically around a single fenestration centerline.

D. T5: Town Center Mixed Use

4. The spacing of centerlines may be identical across a
façade, or may vary.

2. Height

Property Line

C

B

Key

C

B

BTZ
Property Line

B. Cornices

BTZ
Property Line
Side Street

E

A

1. The top of each primary and secondary mass shall be
emphasized with a projecting cornice. This cornice
shall feature a deeper projection, and therefore
stronger shadow
line, than Fany other expression line
Optional Balcony
on a façade.
above Arcade

D

2. A cornice may be used to visually support a pitched
roof.

B

A

Optional

G

Arcade
3. A Hwall plane may
extend above a cornice to form a
parapet.

Sidewalk
Street (Front)

Property Line
Build-to Zone (BTZ)

Figure 602.1: Stuctural and fenestration centerlines

ROW

1. Form

Potential Building Area (in
addition to Build to Zone)

Building Placement
Front Build-to Zone

0’ minimum to 10' maximum

A

Frontage Build-out

80% minimum

B

Side Setback (mid-block)

0’ minimum

C

Side Build-to Zone (corner)

0’ minimum to 10' maximum

D

Rear Setback (lot or alley)

5’ minimum

E

NOTES:

• “Front” and “Side” orientation shall be determined by the
Street Hierarchy in the Street Design Standards (Part 6).

Key

Build-to Zone (BTZ)

Figure 602.2: A cornice at the top of the mass

1

Building

C. Expression lines

1

Building Heights 1. Expression lines are formed by horizontal moldings
which1project
minor shadow lines.
Story minimum
F
Building Height
4 Stories maximum
First Floor Height 2. Facades may feature a change of colors, materials or
14'at
minimum
textures
an expression line. G
(floor to floor)
Ground Finished Floor (above 0' min. (commercial)
3. A building mass may feature Hone of the following
sidewalk or finished grade)
24" minimum (residential)

1

3

Figure 602.3: Facades divided into 1, 2, and 3 horizontal layers

layer parking shall not count
• Basements, attics,•and Single
underground
as a story.
•

1
2

2

subdivisions by expression lines into horizontal layers:

NOTES:

2

Two layers

• Stories may not exceed 14 feet in height from finished floor
to finished floor, except
for a First
Floor commercial function
• Three
layers
which may be a maximum of 25 feet.

4. An expression line shall always be used at the top of

Lot and Block Standards
Maximum Block Perimeter

1800 linear feet maximum

Lot Width

18’ minimum, 120’ maximum

Lot Depth

no minimum, 180’ maximum

Lot Coverage (%)

no maximum

• Building heights shall be measured to the eave of the roof
or roof deck (if flat). shopfronts. This expression line may incorporate a

band for signage.

• Small footprint towers, cupolas, and other rooftop features
with a footprint4smaller than twenty (20) feet by twenty (20)
feet may extend up to thirty (30) feet above the designated
height limit.

Figure 602.4: An expression line at the top of shopfronts
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NOTES:

• Blocks shall be configured as shown in the Regulating Plan.
Modification to blocks may be approved by the Planning
Board if determined by the FBCA to be consistent with the
intent of this article and the above lot and block standards.
• Blocks may be defined by streets or pedestrian walkways.

3.6
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